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by David Halawell

After finishing 6th overall in the VMXdN Twinshock class last year for the second year in a row, 
we weren't overly excited about coming back to Farleigh Castle again. The team of Sandy 
Loutitt, Robin Dohlman, Stan Currington and myself, David Halawell, we were a bit 
discouraged from the effort we put forward to end with the same result. As fait would have it, 
we did return in 2016 and finished 6th overall again... for the third year in a row! 

Thanks to a long Canadian winter to ponder what happened in 2015 we tried to determine 
what we did wrong and what we did right. Somewhere along the line, one of us came up with 
the idea that we should enter a team for both the VMXdN Twinshock and EVO classes. This 
idea had our team mechanics in England, Stuart McLeod and Mark Snow questioning on how 
we could pull off such a feat and have them maintain a minimum of 8 bikes. They were 
however excited about our decision to return. Stan was ok with riding on the Twinshock team 
and only Robin, Sandy and I wanted to ride on an EVO team. That meant we were either 
going to ride the VMXdN EVO class with 3 riders or try and find a fourth person.

Late in March, Randy MacDonald from P.E.I. showed interest in joining the Team Canada – 
Vets MxdN effort. Being from P.E.I., it was sure to be a good mix of riders from all across 
Canada. He contacted Stuart McLeod and then myself to enquire what was required to sign 
up for the event. As most of the classes fill up within hours of opening the entries online on 
February 1 at 6:00pm GMT. It was going to be tough to get Randy an entry into the EVO 500 
class. A big thanks to the folks putting on the event for pulling it off. The unspoken backup 
plan was Randy would join Robin, Sandy and I on the VMXdN EVO team.   

Part way through the winter and into early spring Stan and I had some lengthy conversations 
about perhaps not going at all. Sandy convinced us to hang in there as our desire to go would 
change as the date of the event got closer. Stan would eventually give us all the indication he 
would not be riding at Farleigh Castle this year and that he suggested another rider by the 
name of Brad Holland take his place. We all had raced against Brad many times over the 
years and he would be a great replacement rider. The main concern was if he could put up 
with Robin's, Sandy's and my ridiculous antics, bantering and craving to drink the English 
Cider. As it was, Brad does not consume the silly sauce and it was an easy nomination to 
make Brad our designated driver in the UK. Awesome!!! More cider please!!



As summer went on we finally shipped our Maicos on Air Canada Cargo a week before we 
were to fly to London. A big thanks Geoff King for sponsoring us and to Stuart for driving up to 
London to pick up the bikes, which by the way went quite smoothly. Little did anyone know the 
crazy week of work Stuart and Mark would have prepping the bikes for the event. A big thanks 
to John Gerrish for helping out with the bikes and throughout the weekend. 

Prior to shipping the bikes, Robin said he was having trouble starting his Maico on his last 
ride in Calgary. Upon Stuart's and Mark's inspection it turned out the motor was completely 
shot as both the bottom end and top end of the crank had so much play the motor was 
considered a waste and would require a complete rebuild. As Stuart politely put it, “that was a 
waste of 300 quid sending that piece of sh&t across the Atlantic!”. So a mad scramble to find 
a replacement motor began. As it turned out, Matty Milson, also known as Mr. Maico in the 
UK, provided a replacement motor. Thanks Matty. Stuart and Mark switched out the motor 
with a bit of difficulty and were completely knackered by the end of the day. To add to Stuart 
and Mark's work I had trouble with my rear shocks on my last ride at BUMP MX and asked 
Stuart to disassemble, change the oil, change the nitrogen and rebuild them. Between the 
motor replacement and the shock assembly there were lots of little things to tend to and we 
were very grateful to Stuart and Mark for all their hard work getting things ready. 

After the 5 Twinshock bikes, there were also the 5 EVO bikes to prep. Two bikes were hired 
bikes from others and needed to be collected from their owners. Many thanks to Dirt Tribe Off 
Road for the loan of the '88 KX500 for Randy and to Thomas and Sean Sorrell for the '89 
CR500 for Robin to ride. The other bikes included an '89 RM250 for Sandy, an '88 CR250 for 
me, both owned by Stuart. Mark provided a backup bike which was an '89 KX125. 

As my family and I moved to the Edmonton area over the summer, I was sad to leave Calgary 
but glad to be farther away from Sandy and Robin. Stan became my new best riding partner 
and he graciously showed me some of the excellent local riding. At the end of one of our rides 
we were sitting on the tailgate of my truck, sipping brown pops, and Stan turns and says to 
me: “you know Dave, if I won the lottery, I would surprise you guys and show up at Farleigh”. 



Thus sprung the idea of Stan becoming the Manager of Team Canada.

This year we were again supplied with excellent, sharp looking number plate graphics from 
Vintage Roost (vintageroost.com), outstanding riding gear from Rob Francis's company - 
Thirty4 Racing (http://www.thirty4racing.co.uk), and once again great support from our 
mechanics: Stuart McLeod (Fix Off Road) and Mark Snow - Polar MX (Polar MX).

All of us Canadians arrived in the UK on Thursday mid day. Randy and his friend Derrick 
Scott landed at the London Heathrow airport while Robin, Sandy, Stan, Brad and I landed at 
the Gatwick airport. We started messaging back and forth trying to determine when we would 
all be at Stuart's shop. We ended up changing plans after we got hung up in traffic. Plans 
changed and we would all meet at the Farleigh Castle track. Stuart and Mark had everything 
all set up. Talk about feeling like a factory rider. All we had to do was show up!! 

Now that we were all at the Farleigh Castle motocross track, it was the first time for us crazy 
western boys to meet the fun loving east coast boys. I think it took a while for Stuart and Mark 
to understand that we had never met Randy and Derrick before. It always amazes people in 
the UK when you try to tell them it would take 4 days of driving to cross our country. 

Friday was tech inspection and we were confident that Stuart and Mark had done a great job 
prepping the bikes. There were some minor adjustments and we applied our new number 
plate graphics, again, graciously supplied by Vintage Roost! A big thanks to Michelle Grier for 
supplying us with great looking numbers to put on the bikes. 

Friday was also the day that Randy indicated he was a bit sore from a crash he had at 
Unadilla Rewind MX earlier in the summer. He was concerned on riding in the VMXdN EVO 
class with an injured shoulder and didn't want it to have an impact on our team's result. It was 
a good opportunity for us all to reflect on the fact that we were just happy to be riding in the 
VMXdN EVO class and we just wanted to experience riding EVO bikes on the Farleigh Castle 
track. Options we considered were to have Brad ride Randy's KX500 or have Derrick quickly 
register with the CMA and fill in as a replacement for Randy, which turned out to be 
impossible on a late Saturday afternoon back home. 

Race day morning came quick and the forecast was for rain Saturday afternoon. This meant 
the moist but dry, perfect traction track would probably become a sloppy mess. Us Canadians 
scared of the mud? We aren't scared of the mud....  but we should have been.

With the highly anticipated timed practice for qualifying in the VMXdN Twinshock class, it was 
amazing to see that the 4 of us, Brad, Sandy, Robin and I had arrived extremely early in the 

http://www.thirty4racing.co.uk/


staging area. We all were in the first group of 10 riders to get on the track. It proved worthy as 
all 4 of us easily placed in the top 40 with Sandy and Robin qualifying in 17th and 18th right 
behind Jamie Dobb and just in front of Jeff Emig. I was able to qualify in 24th and Brad was 
35th. It was an important milestone for us to have all 4 Canadian riders on the front gate with 
the the top 40 and not on the second gate. The second gate consists of 20 other riders who 
make up the total of 60 riders in the class. In the previous 2 years we always seemed to have 
bad luck with 1 of our riders not qualifying and having to start on the 2nd gate. If this doesn't 
make sense, the second gate is for the riders who qualify 41st to 60th in practice. In the 
previous 2 years our efforts or misfortunes usually meant a motor swap between practice and 
moto 1. I think Stuart and Mark were extremely relieved we all qualified well and there were 
no serious bike issues. 

In the VMXdN EVO qualifying practice; Sandy placed 31st, Robin 33rd and I qualified 38th. That 
meant all 3 of us were on the front gate. Randy was concerned for his shoulder and did not 
ride the qualifying practice. 

In the VMXdN Twinshock class moto 1 the the track was still in great condition. I had a great 
start and was in 10th position after the first corner. Sandy was in 14th and we thought Brad was 
in there as well but his bike acted up. Robin had a so so start and was in 22nd. As any 
motocrosser knows, good starts have the greatest impact on results and although Robin didn't 
have the greatest of starts, our top 3 results in moto 1were: Robin 9th, Sandy  10th, and I 
finished 17th. This put us in 4th overall after moto 1. We were extremely excited about this and 
knew we needed to be ahead of both the North Ireland and North England teams in the next 
moto. We truly believed we could make the podium this year. 



At the start of the VMXdN EVO moto 1, the weather started to turn and the rain came hard. 
The moto became a mudfest and it was weather we had not experienced at Farleigh Castle 
ever before. Sandy, Robin and I managed to finish the moto but it was purely out of survival. 
The track became the slipperiest track I've ever rode. It reminded me of the greasy cross 
country races we've raced in the Porcupine Hills in southern Alberta. Vision became a major 
impairment. The new roll-offs I had were trashed but I refused to take them off as I could still 
see out of one little hole awkwardly high for my right eye to look out of. Many riders opted to 
finish the race without any goggles. The checker flag couldn't have come soon enough. I 
finished 37th, Robin 40th and Sandy 42nd. The european riders sure showed us how to ride the 
mud at Farleigh Castle as the leaders lapped up to 32nd place. 

With the rain continuing to fall, all of the 2nd motos were cancelled for the afternoon in hopes 
of saving the track for Sunday. That left the rest of the day to clean the bikes and look for a 
laundry mat to clean our riding gear. As most businesses close on Saturday at 3 or 3:30 in the 
UK there was no open laundry mat to be found. Thankfully we had a very nice lady at our 
hotel who let us into the laundry room to rinse off our gear and use the hotel's washing 
machines. So while we waited for the washing machine we slipped out for a bite to eat and 
taste some of the local beers and ciders. That led us to the Sir Isaac Pitman pub where we 
hoped to run into our old friend Deric, the boxing coach from last year. Of course he was still 
there in the pub, right where we left him. He was still telling stories like an old war hero. He 
remembered us but it took him a minute. Being that we had to race the next day and the rain 
had not let up, we knew we were in for a big challenge so it was off to an early bed (11pm) ... 

Sunday morning brought lots of concern as the track was still quite muddy. The uphill jump 
and staircase were removed which left a very muddy new corner to navigate and a small 
section of the track to quickly learn. It was a complete mud fest. The only difference from the 
EVO moto on Saturday was the rain had stopped. Once again, a survival race. In the VMXdN 
Twinshock moto 3, Sandy managed to finish 14th, Robin 21st and Brad 26th. Me? I managed to 
dump my Maico in the exact same spot two laps in a row and both times it was all I could do 
to stand up. I was lapped at least twice. I did eventually managed to lift up my mud packed 



bike with crooked bars and a broken decompression lever. I've never been so exhausted at 
the end of a moto.

For the VMXdN EVO moto 3, Robin, Sandy and I opted not to ride that moto for the sake of 
damaging the borrowed EVO bikes. We also thought it was better to focus our efforts on 
cleaning the Maicos and try and redeem ourselves for VMXdN Twinshock class. Randy 
braved on and had a 40th place result in the VMXdN EVO class. 

In moto 4 of the VMXdN Twinshock class, the track started to shape up into a decently proper 
motocross track. It was perfect motocross as you had to chose your line wisely. Sandy started 
in 18th position and would finish 13th. I started in 23rd and finished 19th, Robin started in 25th 

and was in 17th when his borrowed motor let go in his Maico. Brad started in 31st and finished 
in 25th. It was a bit of a let down seeing Robin's bike fail as I knew our results wouldn't be a 
good as we needed when I passed him going up the long hill to the hay barn. That man has 
no luck. 

Back at the pits we soon knew we finished 6th overall ..... again! All we could do was move on 
and prepare for the last ride of the weekend in moto 4 of the VMXdN EVO class. By now the 
track was more rough than any track I'd ever ridden. It was a real motocross track, a man's 
track, not for the weak of heart. Robin started in 27th and finished 16th, I started in 28th and 
finished 25th. Sandy chose to ride the '89 KX125 for the last moto and proved once again that 
he truly is a 125 rider. He started in 39th and finished in 29th. Randy started and finished 45th. 
These are not stellar results but it was so muchfun considering the level of talented riders we 
were racing with. All I knew is that I wanted to have as much fun as possible on the '88 
CR250. One of my fondest memories from this year is riding up the long hill in fifth gear with 
the motor wound out and the roughness of the track making the bike bottom out on almost 
every bump and I was barely able to hang on. It was awesome!



For the final results in the VMXdN Twinshock class, Sandy finished a very respectable 9th 

Overall. Robin was 18th overall, I was 19th overall while Brad's unfortunate luck placed him in 
34th overall. 

In the VMXdN EVO class, Robin finished 38th overall, I was 40th overall, Sandy finished 42nd 

overall, while Randy finished 48th overall. 

The event is so much fun and the racing is of course the biggest part of it; but seeing the old 
bikes and how people have taken care of their machines is incredible. Of course the track is a 
big attraction as well. No where in Canada, or the US for that matter, have we seen a track 
get that rough and still be that much fun to ride. As for the people who put on and come to this 
event; they are second to none. Just great folks all the way around. Finally, it is so cool that 
we get to race with some of the legends. Looking at who was there is impressive. Here are 
some of the great riders we got to race with: Doug Dubach, John Dowd, Jeff Emig, Todd De 
Hoop, Kurt Nicoll, Ryan Voase, Jamie Dobb, John Barfoot, Werner Dewitt, David Cools, 
Jurgen Van Nooten, Grant Langstan, Gordon Crockard, and others.... 

2016 Team Canada – Vets MXdN team consisted of: 
Stan Currington – Team Manager
Sandy Loutitt - #21 Twinshock and EVO
Robin Dohlman - #22 Twinshock and EVO
David Halawell - #23 Twinshock and EVO
Brad Holland - #24 Twinshock
Randy MacDonald - #24 EVO, EVO 500
Stuart McLeod – Team Mechanic
Mark Snow – Team Mechanic



Once again the racing is over. Soon after the last moto, it was time for the cider sipping to 
began. 

It was a lot of fun spending 4 days with the boys from PEI and Halifax and some lasting 
memories were created for sure. A big thank you to Stuart and Mark for putting up with us 
crazy Canadians these past 3 years. A big thanks to guys like Dave King, James Millard, Di 
Thompson and all the other folks behind the scenes for putting on the Vets MXdN at Farleigh 
Castle. See you next year!!   


